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SCOPE 

 

This is Associate in Nursing application that is 

employed for security purpose. this can be Associate 

in Nursing humanoid application. Here we'll be 

having guardians and users, wherever users add 

others as his guardians. once the user doesn't elevate 

the phone, the small print of his location area unit 

sent to the guardian. Here the address are going to be 

sent exploitation that we are able to find it within the 

map. And This application ought to be put in on each 

the guardian’s and user’s phone. So, solely the 

guardian can receive the situation details of the user 

if he doesn't elevate the phone however not once the 

user calls and once the guardian doesn't elevate the 

phone 

OBJECTIVE 

 

 Here the most objective is to supply security for 

folks. 

 The main purpose is to send the situation of user 

to the guardian. 

 We will get the situation of the person once the 

person doesn't elevate the phone. 

 We will even see the map concerning the 

situation. 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 Current issues folks face in society. 

 Now a days security is turning into a serious 

issue. 

 When the user doesn't elevate the phone the 

pricey ones of that user might get troubled. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

1 At times, folks won't attend the decision because 

of some reason and also the those that care 

concerning them would possibly get finite. 

2 we have a tendency to don't seem to be having 

any application for security reasons like this. 

Hence, we have a tendency to ar proposing the 

subsequent answer. 

 

PLANNED SYSTEM 

 

1 Here the placement is shipped within the type of 

latitude and great circle. 

2 the placement details are going to be regenerate 

into address internally within the application and 

also the address is shipped to the guardian. 

3 we have a tendency to even offer a special 

feature of seeing that location within the map 

exploitation this application. 

 

FEASIBILITY STUDY 

 

Consecutive step in analysis is to verify the 

feasibility of the planned system. “All comes ar 

possible given unlimited resources and infinite time“. 

however actually each resources and time ar scarce. 

Project ought to illustrate to time bounce and may be 

best in there consumption of resources. This places a 

continuing are approval of any project. 

 

These feasibilities study are three types: 

 Technical feasibility  

 Operational feasibility  

 Economical feasibility  

 


